Abstract-In this paper we consider the problem of robust 
I. INTRODUCTION forensic analysis and brand protection.
The design of efficient robust hashing techniques is very New possibilities of digital imaging and audio open wide challenging problem that should address the compromise beprospects in modem imaging science, content management tween various conflicting requirements that cover: and secure communications. However, despite the obvious . robustness to distortions, i.e., the ability of hash function advantages of modern digital technologies and their ongoing to produce either the same or close in some sense results progress, these developments carry inherent risks, such as under the legitimate distortions applied to the same data copyright violation, unauthorized prohibited usage and distrithat include both signal processing and desynchomization bution of digital media, high fidelity efficient counterfeiting transformations (that can be achieved using either special of digital and analog content as well as brand products.
labeling or error correction decoding); An urgent need for reliable document, product and person . security, i.e., the ability of the attacker to deduce the identification also calls for emerging necessity in robust and knowledge about the hash (index m) without the knowlsecure techniques, capable of [3] , hash denotes pdf/pmf of XN under hypothesis Hm. Calligraphic computation as quantized robust pseudorandom robust semi-fonts X denote sets X C X and X denotes the cardinality global statistics of an image [1], or using randomly quantized of set X. perceptually invariant image feature points [2] . In all above mentioned cases, a set of experiments is performed to justify II. HASHING AS COMPOSITE HYPOTHESIS TESTING the efficiency of the developed methods facing certain attacks.
The common open problems of state-of-the-art in robust
The hashing problem can be considered as M4-ary hyhashing are: pothesis testing problem. The composite character of hashing * lack of systematic information-theoretic or decision-problem comes from a fact that both the distribution of discrete theoretic analysis in both construction and performance; memoryless source (DMS) PXN (XN) and the parameters of . lack of solid security understanding; channel are unknown. We will assume that the source gener-
. optimal practical design concerns the selection of the ates the sequences XN from the pmfpxN (xN; sj), where sj most representative and robust features and construc-are the parameters of distribution given on a set SJ that is tion of the corresponding classifiers (joint classifier and assumed to be discrete with the fixed cardinality. feature optimization (JCFO)) that can provide the best
The channel is modeled as a cascade of a fixed memoryless attainable exponent; channel given by the transition probability p(vlx) and an . lack of theoretical link between random coding exponent invertible global mapping To, which models a geometric and hypothesis testing problem for robust hashing as a transformation. We will assume that the family {To, 0 C ON} joint design of optimal source-channel code.
satisfies the conditions of: (a) mapping invertibility To
That is why the goal of this paper is to introduce a yN VN for all N and for all 0 C eN; (b) restricted decision-theoretic framework for the analysis and construction cardinality that is either fixed or grows subexponentially with of perceptually robust hashing that is free from the above N, i.e., lrn SUpNOO I in ION = 0 drawbacks. According to this framework we will formulate
The considered set-up is presented in Figure 1 .
the main open problems and challenges that will guide the development of future robust hashing methods. Finally This paper is organized as follows. The theoretical formulaWe will estimate the performance of hypothesis testing tion of robust hashing as composite hypothesis testing is given according to the average probability of error for a given set in Section II. The universal hypothesis testing is considered of source s{ and channel 0 parameters in lM -ary composite hypothesis testing and a chosen decision rule <: some parametric families such as Generalized Gaussian lim sup max max N1 Rn -ex7 7 = 0. (7) are used in the transform domains such as DCT or DWT;
N-*oo sxES4 OEeN N security can be achieved by the randomized feature seIn fact, considering the parameters of DMS s{ and channel lection or key-dependent randomized codebook construcstate 0 as random with some pmfs, one can apply Bayes tion. The loss in performance accuracy should be careapproach using integration of p(yN; sJ, 0, Hm) over the corfully analyzed depending to the randomization scheme. responding pmfs. However, this approach has some drawbacks To compromise the above practical requirements, we prorelated to: (a) the lack of knowledge of prior distributions; (b) pose a suboptimal low-complexity hashing, which consists in once the realizations of parameters are drawn, they remain replacement of IM -ary composite hypothesis testing by a fixed through the experiment and (c) the integrals are diffi-binary counterpart. According to the proposed approach the cult to compute in practice. Therefore, not always universal entire sequence yN iS splitted into L possibly overlapping hypothesis testing based on generalized ME (GMIL) is used: blocks as shown in Figure 2 . CB fB 1y(t)= j py(y)eity dy, 
The binary test VB is applied to each block £ with 1 < t < for n > 1. Depending on a particular application, one L to form the resulting { 0, 1}L -hash as a concatenation of the should select informative low-dimensional features with L-binary decisions. The binary test VB is: the overall objective to minimize PB in (12) Example with the above text hashing includes the direct the DMS statistics and 0 are the same in all L blocks that can randomized partition of text image area 1Z onto L blocks with be estimated only in one block or over entire sequence N the computation of the first moment lit1,1 that are used for The minimum error probability for each block in assumption deciding {0, 1}. More involved transform might also include of known source and channel parameters can be bounded as: a sort of semantic sampling where the statistics are computed only from the non-white regions that corresponds to the pB < p(Hi)l sP(H2)eD s(P(Y H),p(y H2)) VO < S < 1, segmentation and mimics optical character recognition. This (12) also includes the orientation estimation as a part of geometrical where P(H1) and P(H2) are prior probabilities of hypothesis channel parameter 0 in the scope of GMIL strategy. Similar H1 and H2 and Ds (p(yP; H1), p(yP; H2)) is the Chemoff functions can be extended to more complex grayscale images distances defined as:
and audio signals.
Ds(p(yP; H1),p(yP H2)) =V. CONCLUSION (p(yp;H2))) dyP.
In this paper, we dealt with the problem of decisionIJfyPYp(yp P 8;H1) theoretic analysis of robust perceptual hashing. Firstly, we The total probability of error is the union of probabilities for addressed the problem of hashing as composite hypothesis each block.
testing and considered the universal formulation of this probThe practical implementation of considered hash consists of lem and source and channel ambiguity. Secondly, we studied following steps: a practical hash construction that complies with a number 1) Transform step consists in the transformation of data of conflicting requirements to complexity, robustness, lack of yN to some possible geometrically invariant or robust priors and security. We have considered an example of text domain where samples are decorrelated and assumed hashing and performed extended experimental validation that to be independent and identically distributed. This also confirms the high efficiency of the proposed framework.
assumes the randomized data sampling. Figure 3 shows 
